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BEAT THE TIMER! 
By Jennifer Lim 

 
Given the volatility in the stock market nowadays, we usually hear that people are looking for the “right 
time” to start investing and enter the market. Everyone practically wants to buy more shares when 
prices are low and to realize gains by selling them when market prices go up – the“buy low, sell high” 
investment strategy. Sounds simple. But it is not.  
 
The critical question with this strategy is how can we be sure that prices will go up or go down? Even the 
most sophisticated investors know that price swings and market movements are difficult to predict. The 
market can be down one day and up the following day. Because of this uncertainty, even fund managers 
who follow the “buy low, sell high” strategy will not always make the right decisions when it comes to 
“market timing”.  
 
So how can an ordinary Juan possibly know the right time to buy or sell?  
 
This might not be the best strategy that is appropriate for an ordinary Juan who wants everything to be 
as simple as possible. Yes, choosing an investment strategy that suits you is never easy. But if you are 
looking for a strategy that offers simplicity, then Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA) is the right strategy for you. 
 
A Simple Approach to Investing : Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA) 
 
DCA is an investment strategy that aims to simplify your investment planning by investing a fixed dollar 
amount at regular intervals over a period of time. This strategy may be applied to other currencies as 
well.  
 
For example, you could invest P 10,000.00 every month or every three months in a particular 
investment, i.e., Unit Investment Trust Funds (UITF) or mutual fund, over a specific period like one or 
two years. The amount and frequency of your investment will depend on your financial capability and 
investment objective. In fact, some investors are doing this without realizing that they are actually doing 
DCA.  
 
Stress-Free Investing   
 
Compared to one-time or lump sum investing, DCA offers a systematic approach to investing as the 
same amount of money is invested at regular intervals regardless of fluctuating price levels. Basically, it 
attempts to take the ups and downs of the market and smooth them out. By investing a fixed amount 
each period, investors buy more shares when prices are low and fewer shares when prices are high. 
Hence, it eliminates the  investor’s emotions which affect the decision-making process when trying to 
time the market. 
 
The illustration below shows that, given the same amount of money, investing through cost averaging 
allows an investor to buy more units over time than by lump sum investing. It lowers the investor's cost 
basis as it spreads out the costs over a certain period of time. 
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Cost Averaging versus Lump Sum Investing 

  
Create Your Own Peso Cost Averaging Plan 
 
The key to success in investing is creating the investment plan that is right for you and sticking with it 
despite market fluctuations. These are the basic questions that Juan should be able to answer to create 
his own peso cost averaging plan: 
 
1. How much money can I invest?  Determine how much money you can invest on a regular basis and 
make sure that you are financially-capable of keeping the amount consistent. 
  
2. Where should I invest my money?  Select an investment fund based on your risk profile, investment 
horizon and investment objective. Putting your money in investment funds will free you from the stress 
of analyzing and selecting individual stocks or bonds since the professional fund managers will do this 
for you.  Investing in  funds reduces your risks because the investments of these funds are diversified. 
 
3. How often should I invest?  Invest your money at regular intervals, either monthly or quarterly. 
 
 
Regular Subscription Plan (RSP) 
 
The good news is that BPI Asset Management offers you the freedom of creating your own peso or 
dollar cost averaging plan. 
 
RSP is an investment program that allows investors to nominate a regular subscription amount to 
purchase units of your chosen investment fund on a periodic basis.  RSP saves a lot of time and effort 
and makes investing very simple for an ordinary Juan. 
 
To know more about RSP, you may inquire at any of our BPI branches nationwide or call your 
Investment Counselors now at the following numbers : 
(+63 2) 816-9118,  816-9633,  845-5960,  816-9823,  845-5340,  845-5232,  845-5218,  816-9677,  816-
9252,  845-5441,  845-5286, 816-9092,  845-5775,  845-5799,  816-9119,  845-5295,  845-5355,  816-
9566, 902-7041, 902-7044, 902-7043, 902-7047, 902-7045 
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Remember, it is the dream of every investor to beat the market. Yet, it will definitely move in an 
unpredictable manner.  
 
So, do not time the market and wait for the "right time" to invest. If you can't beat the market, just ride 
the market and stick with your investment strategy and long-term plan. 
 
 

Sources : 
 "Dollar Cost Averaging (DCA)", One-Year Trust Operations and Investment Management Course Reading 
Materials 
"Dollar Cost Averaging, A Technique that Drastically Reduces Market Risk",  by Joshua Kennon, 
www.joshuakennon.com or www.stock.about.com 


